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Test Question

What is the probability of randomly choosing 
the correct answer to this question? 

a) 25% 

b) 50% 

c) 75% 

d) 25%
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The Liar’s Paradox Starts Here

u Epimenides of Crete

All Cretans 
are liars
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The Liar’s Paradox in Its Essence

u Epimenides of Crete

What I am saying
now is a lie
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Epimenides’s T Shirt
5
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You Can Make It Even More 
Complicated

Alice Bob

Chris

What Bob 
says is false

What Alice 
says is false

What Chris 
says is false
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Solution?

Throw out the law of the excluded middle

u “This sentence is false” is neither true nor 
false

But what about this?

u “This sentence is not true”
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What does this have to do with math?

u Are the foundations of mathematics  strong?

u Or are we misled by preconceived notions?

u Two areas where liar-like paradoxes changed things

u Set theory

u Axiomatic method
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Set Theory

u Fundamental basis of math

u First chapter of every textbook

u Taught in elementary school

u Intersections, unions and all that
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What Is a Set?

u A (naïve) set is any well-defined collection

u {x: P(x)}, where P is some property that can be checked unambiguously

u {living people in the world at a particular point in time}

u {x: x is a prime integer}

u {x: x is an even number and not the sum of two primes}

u Operations on sets

u Elements or members

u Intersection, union, difference, complement
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Are Sets of Sets Allowed?

uYes
uNot only that…powerful!
uAll of mathematics can 

be constructed from 
nothing but sets
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Define 0 as Ø.
Define n inductively: n+1 =n U {n}
0 = { } = Ø
1 ={0} = {Ø}
2 = {0,1} = {Ø, {Ø}}
3 = {0,1,2} = {Ø, {Ø}, {Ø,{Ø}}}
…
Ordered pairs
Modding out
Dedekind cuts
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Can a Set Be an Element of Itself?

u “Every day” sets do not have themselves as elements (call these “normal 
sets”)
u The set of all chairs is not a chair

u The set of all even numbers is not an even number

u But some sets are elements of themselves (abnormal sets)

u Give some examples

u The set of all abstract concepts

u The set of all sets

u The set of all things that can be described in 12 words
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Russell’s Paradox (1901)

u Let R be the set of all normal sets

u Is R an element of R?

u Yes iff R is a normal set iff R is not an element of R

u No iff R is an abnormal set iff R is an element of R

u A single contradiction takes down the whole structure

u Set theory needed a more rigorous foundation
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The Barber Paradox

u The town barber shaves everyone who does not shave himself.

u Who shaves the barber?

u Is there a solution to this paradox?
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The Foundation Needed a Stronger 
Foundation

u Axiomatic set theory
u Recent theory of hypersets
u Russell and Whitehead Principia Mathematica, 

theory of types enforced a hierarchy
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Axioms of Zermelo-Fraenkel (1/2)

1. Axiom of extensionality

u Two sets are equal if they have the same elements.

2. Axiom of regularity (also called the axiom of foundation)

u Every non-empty set contains a member disjoint from itself.

3. Axiom schema of specification (separation or restricted comprehension)
u The elements of a set satisfying a formula form a set.
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No set 
can be a 
member 
of itself
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Axioms of Zermelo-Fraenkel (2/2)

4. Axiom of pairing
u Given two sets, there is a set with exactly these two sets as elements.
5. Axiom of union
u The union over the elements of a set exists. 
6. Axiom schema of replacement
u The image of a set under any definable function is a set.
7. Axiom of infinity
u You can build an infinite set
8. Axiom of power set
u The collection of all subsets of a set is a set
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Hypersets

u Non-well-founded sets, Peter Aczel, 1988

u Embraces circularity

u There is a set W such that W = {W}

u See The Liar by Barwise and Etchemendy
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Axioms of Euclid

u 1. A straight line may be drawn between any two points.

u 2. Any terminated straight line may be extended indefinitely.

u 3. A circle may be drawn with any given point as center and any given 
radius.

u 4. All right angles are equal.

u 5. For any given point not on a given line, there is exactly one line through 
the point that does not meet the given line.

All of plane geometry can be deduced from these statements
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Peano’s Postulates of Cardinals

u Zero is a number

u The immediate successor of a number is a number

u Zero is not the immediate successor of any number

u No two numbers have the same immediate successor

u Any property belonging to zero, and also to the immediate successor of 
every number that has the property, belongs to all numbers
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The Mathematical Theory of 
Everything

u Hilbert’s challenge

u The holy grail of foundational math, early 20th century

u A finite set of axioms from which all of mathematics can be 
derived mechanistically

u Proved to be consistent

u The mechanization of mathematics

u The goal of Principia Mathematics
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PM is All Symbols

A meaningless game 
of symbols to prove 
that math is not 
misleading us with 
preconceived 
notions
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The Mathematical Theory of 
Everything Goes Down in Flames

u 1931, Kurt Gödel, age 25, announces his First 
Incompleteness Theorem
u No consistent axiomatic system is sufficient to prove all the 

true statements of arithmetic

u Von Neumann: “It’s all over.”

u Hilbert came to terms with it. The mathematics was sound.
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A Very Liar-like Proof

u The Liar (in English)

A statement in words

I am not true

´ Gödel’s proof (in math)

´ How do you get a mathematical 
statement to talk about itself?

A statement in math

I am not 
provable
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Richard Paradox

u List all properties of numbers in a well-defined order

1. “is even”

2.  “is prime”

3. …

…

m. “is Richardian”

Is m Richarian?

A number is Richardian if it 
does not have its 
corresponding property
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Is there a solution to this 
“paradox”?
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Mathematics and Metamathematics

Mathematics Metamathematics
Numbers Numerals
5 is larger than 3 3 is larger than 5

2+2=4 “2+2=4” contains 5 symbols
∃x(sx = 0) is false ∃x(sx = 0) is an existential formula
Statements about numbers Statements about symbols
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Gödel’s Insight

u Principia Mathematica sought to reduce math to symbol manipulation

u Why not just number crunching?

u Translate the symbols into numbers

u Translate the statements into numbers

u Numbers talking about numbers

u Numbers talking about themselves?!

u Math talking about itself!

Numbers
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How Can a Math Statement Refer to 
Itself?

u Principia Mathematica was carefully designed to avoid circularity

This is not 
allowed
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Gödel 
Numbering for 
Arithmetic

Assign a number to each symbol
u ~ 1 not
u v 2 or
u ⊃ 3 if…then…
u ∃ 4 there is a(n)
u = 5 equals
u 0 6 zero
u s 7 successor
u ( 8 open parenthesis
u ) 9 close parenthesis
u , 10 comma
u + 11 plus
u x 12 times
u Variables represented by larger primes 

and powers of primes
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Example:
1 + 1 = 2
s0+s0=ss0
7 6 11 7 6 5 7 7 6
Gödel number =
27 x 36 x 511 x 77 x 116

x 135 x 177 x 197 x 236
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Now You Can Talk About Formulas 
and Proofs Using Arithmetic

u Example: The first symbol of a statement (eg ~(0=0)) is a tilde iff the Gödel 
number of the statement is divisible by 2, but not by 22.

u Lists of formulas can similarly be given Gödel numbers

u Rules of inference can be stated in arithmetic (clumsily)

u If every step in a list of formulas is either an axiom or follows from a previous 
step by a rule of inference, it is a proof of a theorem

u This is a statement of arithmetic: “The sequence of formulas with Gödel 
number x is a proof of the formula y.”
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Gödel’s Correspondence Lemma

u There are infinitely many of each

True primitive 
recursive statements 
of arithmetic

Theorems of 
PM

True 
statements 
of arithmetic
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Saying “x is a proof of z” in PM

Statements of PM
Dem(x,z)
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Statements of PM Arithmetic
Formula Gödel number
Finite list of formulas Gödel number based on 

those of the formulas
Statements about formulas Statements of arithmetic
“That list of formulas is a 
proof”

Statement of arithmetic

“The sequence of formulas 
with GN x is a proof of the 
formula with GN z”

dem(x,z)
(a primitive recursive 
relationship)
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Feeding the Snake Its Own Tail

Formula with the variable y

Take its Gödel number m

Substitute m for y in the original 
formula, a string of symbols in PM
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Making Math Say “I Am Not Provable”

u Dem(x,z) is a statement of PM

u So is ∃x(Dem(x,z)), “z is provable”

u So is “z is not provable”

u That statement has a Gödel number, call it m

u Substitute: “m is not provable”

u The result is G, a statement of PM, that says, “This statement is not 
provable”
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Implications

u G, a statement of PM, says, “G is not provable.”

u Is G provable?

u G is provable iff ~G is provable

u Contradiction!

u Is G true?

u Yes, we just showed by a metamathematical argument that G is not provable

u Conclusion: If PM (or any other axiomatic system of arithmetic) is 
consistent, there will be true statements that can’t be proved or disproved 
within the system
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Conclusion

No axiomatic system, 
no matter how rich, 
can produce the whole truth 
and nothing but the truth, 
even if focused only on arithmetic 
of natural numbers.
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It’s all over
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Implications

u The bad news: 
mathematics cannot be mechanized

u The good news: 
mathematics cannot be mechanized

uWhat do you think?
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Suggested Books

Carol Jacoby

cjacoby@jacobyconsulting.com

The Art of Mathematics podcast
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